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The theme “Senses in the Sea” was exhibited in three different 

sea forms: Film installation (in A2), spatial installation (in A3) 

and a film (in lecture hall). Starting from the sea object, it 

depicts the three different senses in expanded terms of the 

sea: the sense of isolation and loneliness, the sense of 

language, and the sense of death and life. 

The sea and I have a very complex psychological relationship. 

The sea is also a symbol of wandering, always ready to leave 

but at the same time a symbol of disappointment and 

obstacles from the new world, the persistence of unstable 

forms of life and death, and longing for Korea, a geographical 

peninsula, is always inherent. 

In the broadest sense, the sea is a symbol of a globalized 

world. Although travel has become more active, the truth is 

that not everyone is free to travel and immigrate without 

borders. Existing freedom has hidden obstacles. Modern 

colonialism and imperialism led to the current globalization 

built on a western perspective. The craving for Western 

culture is a by-product of European-centric cultural 

hegemony. In today's globalized world, the legacy of minority 

culture is dismantled and denied. As a result, people from 

non-Western cultures experience cultural conflict against 

Western culture. 

The concept of “sense in the sea” is the isolation of minority 

cultures in the European culture based on cultural hegemony, 

the lack of minority cultures expression via the global 

language, English, and travel restriction by immigration 

policies. The following questions are further raised indirectly 

in this work: how will the global development in a westerly 

direction affect this world? What is the globalization of this 

generation, in which all cultures have to be interpreted in a 

Western direction?
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In the broadest sense, the sea is a symbol of 

The theme “Senses in the Sea” (is represented) shows three different sea forms: Film 

The concept of “sense of sea” is the isolation 



A sea is a place where people cannot stand on their feet. You create your own island where nobody else can stay or enter. The island 
represents the psychological isolation resulting from cultural conflict within society and a lack of language expression. Leaping over the 
horizon in the film represents a strong desire to affirm the existence and overcome all obstacles.  

It is a story of a person who wants to leave, a person who wants to return, a person who dreams of a place not yet reached  - Unstable 
sense of existence, homesickness, and sea wanderlust -. 

Between the seas  ����

#1,2 Still image from a film “Story of the sea”

Film installation : 8 video channel  8:45min 

Sense in the Sea 

It is a story of a person who wants to leave, a 



Between the seas 2021  Film installation in A2 : 8 Projectors, 4 speakers 

Film installation with 8 video channels 8:45min 

A sea connects to another sea to create an island in the middle. The 
horizon of the ocean unfolds inside and outside. A woman jumps 
vigorously to cross the sea but returns to her own land.  

Eight video channels of the eight ocean/sea scenes are collected and 
projected in parallel in a square shape. The narration leads to the 
inner island. 

Film installation with 8 video channels 



Language dominates the thinking process. English and 
Google Translate, which is the heart of global languages, 
change how you think. To make good use of Google 
Translate, you have to think like Google Translate. Google 
translate is at the center of my thoughts. Google Translate 
uses statistical machine translation (corpus-based machine 
translation; CBMT) to probabilistically translate common 
expressions. This translation method can ignore the linguistic 
personality of the individual and therefore cannot translate 
literary expressions such as poetry. Google Translate kills 
minority expressions. 

This topic is about the psychological distance to language, 
allegorical sense of language in Google Translate, the 
importance of global language in The Global Age, and 
language-dominated cultural imperialism. The topic is 
connected with digital colonialism since Google Translate 
always utilizes big data. 

The work is the process of translating a poem about the sea 
through migration perspectives using Google Translate. How 
to think like Google Translate? How to lose your native 
language? Why are so many languages extinct? How to 
reflect individual opinions in the allegorical sense of 
language?

Think like Google Translate������
Installation

Sense in the Sea 

If a foreign language always sounds uncomfortable, it 

Language dominates the thinking process. 

This topic is about the psychological distance 





Think like Google Translate 2021   Installation in A3 :  Blue filter light, white sand, vinyl, mix media

When encountering a foreign language for the first time, 
language is read as an image, not as language. By overlapping 
the original linguistic expressions and translated linguistic 
expressions, the visual emotion is conveyed through an image 
that is a language that cannot be transferred. 

By comparing the original poem with the translated poem, you 
can see how few words survive from the translation process. 



The film about suicide at sea is conveyed through personal experiences and memories. The storytelling brings images of suicide in the 
audience's imagination on the borderline between fact and fiction. Based on personal memories, the story ends with a documented asylum 
regulation in Germany. The document of the Refugee Ordinance about suicide and the story of suicide, which sound like fiction, do not 
seem to be related, but they are connected to each other in the act of suicide, which is the desire to give up one's life, the desire to end 
one's life.

The asylum regulations contain the human right to stay in Germany for refugees at risk of committing suicide.The irony of being able to 
stay in Germany only when they are willing to give up on their life; Refugees crossing the sea to Europe in mortal danger, including those 
who die without being rescued. The refugees' human rights are recovered indirectly through storytelling of suicide. 

Story of the sea  ����

#1,2 Still image from a film “Story of the sea”

Film 6:53min

Sense in the Sea 



#3 Still image from a film “Story of the sea”



Previous work  
2016-2020

 Previous work is based on social issues and personal 
experiences, focusing on space installation work that crosses 
the real, unreal, and virtual worlds. Firstly, the sense of space 
and the unreal longing that appears in the reality of "déjà vu". 
The cosmological perspective shown in “Moon on the 
earth”and “Moon, Mars and beyond” has become the 
scientific basis of my interest as a religion-like belief and 
ideas about the universe.  

Another work “Beyond where we belong” raised the question 
about the virtual world of the Internet that goes beyond the 
sense of real space. This work is about the virtual world 
created by Corona and post-globalism. It indirectly raises 
social problems such as aggravating Internet policies.   

“I bring my whole country” and “Sense in the Sea” are the 
abstract spatial and visual interpretations of the impact of 
socio-political issues on personal space and experience, 
reflecting the current European immigration policy of living 
as a foreigner.



What do the Corona circles mean for us at this time, in which we are in the middle phase of the change in empirical cultural value? Can this 
situation accelerate the future form of culture? What is the value of life to new humanity that only leads to an online community?  

Nowadays, no matter where we go, we can instantly communicate with the other side of the planet. Although transportation is no longer 
critical, personal physical experience is still essential at this time. We no longer belong to physical space. Then where do we belong? Do we 
need a room to live in? Do we need bodies? In the future, is it likely to be possible to live without a body?  

In the future, however, there will be a time when the lack of spatial experience will be taken for granted and only filled with a virtual 
experience.  In a limited space given to me in real life, I recognize my existence, which belongs to an infinite immaterial space on the 
Internet, and ask about my existence in real space. I doubt any physically sensual spaces. 
A new interpretation of the real space to which we belong is necessary. Someday, online life will become real. The need for physical space 
disappears, and physical freedom appears. Only through language in the online space can their identity and existence be revealed. 

In this 4 video works, lines of space keep following the parallel line and the horizon of the endless line continues. The two-dimensional 
spatial analysis through abstract transformation transforms the real space into an unreal space. The actual size of the limited space I belong 
to can be calculated using the duration of the video. Sound and dialogue in the video convey new interpretations through stories about the 
online world and dreams, which depict an unclear relationship between real physical space and the virtual world. 

Beyond where we belong  ����

Still image from a video “14 sqm room” Still image from a video “Bathroom” Still image from a video “Door #2” 

Film installation



Still image from a video “Door #1”

4 Film works : 14 sqm room( 01:55 min), Bathroom( 01:02 
min), Door #1 (00:32min), Door #2 (02:02 min) 

Lines of space keep following the parallel line and the horizon of the 
endless line continues. The two-dimensional spatial analysis through 
abstract transformation transforms the real space into an unreal 
space. 

 The actual size of the limited space I belong to can be calculated 
using the duration of the video. Sound and dialogue in films convey 
new interpretations through stories about the online world and 
dreams, which depict an unclear relationship between real physical 
space and the virtual world.  



This work is part of group work for Exhibition “Public 
Matters” . 

The questions and limitations of the knowledge of science of 
this age, which has emerged as a new religion, have always 
been raised. This is because the scientific knowledge is often 
considered to be true without any question. Science, now 
faith in science may be just another story with many 
loopholes to explain the true world. By believing and 
accepting science it can also be turned into cults in the 
future. This Mars ritual talks about the complex encounter 
between science and the cult. 

One of the biggest reasons humans do not go to Mars at 
present, is to protect the planet from life on Earth. Planetary 
protection is one of the rules that has been followed for 
decades, and that rule requires that all machines be heated 
at 230 degrees Fahrenheit before launch on Earth. The ritual 
of burning a Mars house, which is performed in 2077 instead 
of lunar rituals in the past, reminds me of this heat treatment 
and thinks it would be the connection between science and 
the cult. The form is cult and religious, but the content 
comes from science. 

To migrate to another planet reflects the Human nature is 
the repeated movement of migrants history and a hope for a 
new environment. The journey is reminiscent of immigrants 
and refugees today.

Moon, Mars and beyond �����
Film 3:00min

Group Exhibition “Public Matters” at LWL museum  



Image above  

 Still Image from film 

Image below 
  

Sketch for poetry 
The poetry for the chorus was made based on NASA's 

current policy.

 
 



“나라를 통채로 들고간다” “I bring my whole country” ����

This work is about all of traveler, who leaves for migrants, 
Vacation or business. Now on days the world becomes 
increasingly globalization and tourists is increasing everywhere. 
It seems, that if They could (pass) leave easily from their country 
and the world has no border between countries. But still the 
cultural understand and the social background of diversity is very 
limited. Through the words “I bring my whole country”, I want to 
focus on, what they actually bring with them and what is that 
mean of country on the days of the global world. 

I put this sentence into three different perceptions. One of the 
perspective is the Nationality. Even though the world show us 
globalization and make lots of union organization, it’s not possible 
to travel without definitive Nationality. It is ironic, that the 
nationality for identify is getting more important than it used to. 
On the border is always asked, where we are from. Through the 
questions is depended on, who’s welcomed. 

Also “my whole country “ means hided cultural background, 
which is not easily acceptable. It doesn’t depend on, since how 
long live there, in abroad someone feel always stranger and is 
treated as foreigner and they make a there society. 
Otherwise they bring their privacy things with them, from which 
they talk about their life and history. 

#1 Still image from a performance recording “Journey 2017”

#2 Still image from a performance recording ”Journey 2017”

Performance, Installation 



 I bring my whole country  2017   Installation at foyer :  LED light, 11 treble bags, 4 small bags, some traveler's belongings, two speakers and a laptop  

All the perceptions of the sentence “I bring my whole country” is 
represented by light. The light is impalpable in the hand, however it 
brings ‘substance’ material.  The light of that sentence on the 
baggage actively is shined at the current moment.  

Performance "Journey 2017” 

The video was taken during the journey from Korea to Germany. It 
presents from to check in my suitcase until to find it and to take 
again. In the video I'm bringing the suitcase with the Sentence "I 
bring my whole country" with me. The location is in Incheon(Seoul) 
and in Frankfurt airport. 



From the interview of Stephen Hawking on the news, he 
said, “people would be able to live on the moon in next 
few 50years”. I found the interview quite unrealistic, 
reminding me of the old Korean fairy tale. The Story is 
about the rabbit living in the moon making rice cakes. 
Most of the common scientific knowledge about the 
moon or the universe is from only Media but not 
personal experience. It made me think if there are any 
differences between fictions and scientific theories based 
on scientific evidence.  

There is certain irony when I think about scientific 
theories and fictions. These contain very distinct types of 
information in the sense of fact and fiction. However 
people need to use their imagination when they accept 
new scientific knowledge. It is very interesting 
considering how conflict these are. But on the 
perspective of the audience how would they define fact, 
truth and imagination. The question I would like to raise 
though this work is about the perception of fact, truth 
and imagination. 

Moon on the earth  �������

#1 Still image from a film “rabbit burrow”

#2 Still image from a film “Interview - Stephen Hawking” 

Installation



Moon on the earth 2016 

Installation in A3 

sand, mirror, LED light, two speakers and two laptops 

The image of the moon in the mirror reflected on the 
wall filled the space with a high ceiling. The floor of the 
exhibition room is covered with dusty soil, reminiscent of 
the moon. Two laptops show two different video 
channels “rabbit burrow” and “Intervew - stephen 
hawking” and the speaker echoes Stephen Hawking's 
interview throughout the room.



Déjà-vu  ���������
In the current staging, the phenomenon relates to recurring everyday life. "Nostalgia" emerges after a familiar environment, such as 
childhood memories, the need to realize the longings from one's own dreams, which cannot happen in real life. In between, there is a 
moment of simultaneous perception. A parallel understanding of not only what has already happened but also what has not yet happened 
at the same time, as if the dream and the reality.



Above image 

Déjà-vu #1 2016 
Film installation 
vinyl, water, film with video projector 400 x 350cm  

Right image 

Déjà-vu #2 2017
Installation at Rundgang 2017

Bed (L620 * W100cm *H 85cm),  

Metal, wood, mattress, white fabric, 2 pillow, 3 Blue lights 



Lebenslauf  

Youn Hee Park geboren im Jahr 1985 in Seoul 

Email 
camiyuni@gmail.com / parkyou@uni-muenster.de  

Studium  

seit 2015 Kunst Akademie M+nster (seit 2016 bei MiK klasse) 11. Semester  

Gruppe Ausstellung  

Public Matters im LWL Museum 
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